
Your carry-on 

 

 Carryon bag dimensions are limited to 

10 x 16 x 24 inches. 

 You must store your carryon in the overhead bin. 

Storing it wheels facing out helps us get wheels up 

faster! 

 If you're traveling with a pet, carriers are counted 

as either your personal item or carryon. 

 A friendly reminder: If your carryon does not fit 

the dimensions above, we will be forced to check it 

at the gate. It will be safely stowed below the 

aircraft for the duration of your flight, and you will 

pick it up at baggage claim, not the gate, upon 

arrival to your final destination. Assistive devices 

and strollers may be claimed at the gate/jetbridge. 

 Ouch!: Please make sure that any sharp objects 

(especially needles, syringes, and other items 

needed for medication) are properly covered and 

secured to prevent injury to yourself and our 

Employees who care for your bags. 

 Please alert a Flight Attendant if you use a 

needle/syringe while onboard so we may provide 

you with access to a disposal container 

 

Note:                                                                                               

All  Airlines are different.                                                           

This packing list is based on 

Southwest Airlines. 



Your personal item 

 

 Personal-type items include purses, briefcases, 

cameras, food containers, or laptops (case 

included). 

 Your personal item must be stored under 

the seat in front of you, fitting within  

18.5 x 8.5 x 13.5 inch dimensions. 

 A friendly reminder: If your personal item does not 

fit under your seat, you will be asked to place it in 
an overhead bin. 

Can I have a backpack and a carry-on? 
Southwest allows one personal item in the cabin per passenger. These items, such 

as a briefcase, laptop, backpack or camera bag, may be carried on in addition to 

the one allowable carry-on bag. 

Is toothpaste considered a liquid on the plane? 
Liquids and Gels. You may only carry on liquids and gels that are in 3.4-ounce 

containers or smaller. Liquids include toiletries such as shampoo, after-shave, 

hand or body lotion, mouthwash and liquid makeup. Toiletries often found in gel 

form include toothpaste, deodorant and lip balm or lipstick. 

 

Can I bring snacks on a plane? 
You can bring your own food from home to eat in the airport & on the plane. The 

TSA's only restrictions on food are: ... Do NOT bring food to the security 

checkpoint unwrapped. Food must be wrapped or in a container 

  



Do pills need to be in prescription bottles when flying? 

Medication in liquid form is allowed in carry-on bags in excess of 3.4 ounces in 

reasonable quantities for the flight. ... TSA does not require passengers to have 

medications in prescription bottles, but states have individual laws regarding the 

labeling of prescription medication with which passengers need to comply.  For 

best results: Have medication in prescription bottles! 

What should you not pack when flying? 

To be on the safe side, stick to the rule: all liquids must be in containers of no more 

than 3.4 ounces or 100ml, and all containers must fit in a clear, one quart sized zip 

top plastic bag. You can still travel carry-on only with liquids 

EpiPen? 

According to the TSA, passengers are allowed to bring their epinephrine on board 

a flight. However, you may need to show the printed label that identifies the 

medication (e.g., Adrenaclick®, Auvi-Q™, EpiPen 

Can you bring Benadryl on a plane? 

Medication in liquid form is allowed in carry-on bags in excess of 3.4 ounces in 

reasonable quantities for the flight. It is not necessary to place medically required 

liquids in a zip-top bag. ... You can travel with your medication in both carry-on 

and checked baggage. 

Can you take tablets in hand luggage? 

Medicines, medical equipment and dietary requirements. You're allowed to carry 

the following in your hand luggage: essential medicines of more than 100ml, 

including liquid dietary foodstuffs and inhalers. 

How many quart size bags can you have in your carry on? 

3-1-1 for carry-ons = 3.4 ounce (100ml) bottle or less (by volume) ; 1 quart-sized, 

clear, plastic, zip-top bag; 1 bag per passenger placed in screening bin. One-quart 

bag per person limits the total liquid volume each traveler can bring. 3.4 ounce 

(100ml) container size is a security measure 



Liquids and Gels: 

You may only carry on liquids and gels that are in 3.4-ounce containers or smaller. 

Liquids include toiletries such as after-shave, hand or body lotion, mouthwash and 

liquid makeup. Toiletries often found in gel form include toothpaste, deodorant and 

lip balm or lipstick. Transfer liquids and gels to smaller containers if the original 

package contains more than 3.4 ounces, or purchase special travel sizes. You can’t 

take a large toothpaste tube with only a little left in it, or half a large bottle of 

shampoo. Additionally, all your bottles of liquids and gels must fit in a single                        

1-quart plastic bag. 

Makeup: 

Liquid foundation, liquid eye liner, mascara, lip balm, cream blush, lip stick and 

any other makeup in liquid or gel form has to meet the 3.4-ounce container limit 

and must fit in a 1-quart plastic bag. Powdered or pressed makeup, baby powder, 

talcum powder and other toiletries that aren’t in a liquid or gel form aren’t 

regulated. Pack them in your carry on as you wish. 

 

https://traveltips.usatoday.com/airline-travel-security-measures-liquids-15626.html

